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Dear Editor in Chief,

please find enclosed our revised manuscript (MS: 1694430446143085) entitled “ADAMTS2 gene dysregulation in T/myeloid mixed phenotype acute leukemia” which we are submitting in the hope that it may be found suitable for publication in BMC Cancer. According to Editorial request, Methods and Ethics sections have been modified (lines 133, 135-136, 204-208).

All the authors declare that the material is original research and has not been submitted for publication elsewhere while under consideration. No potential competing interests are declared.

Thanking you in advance for your kind attention,

Francesco Albano, MD, PhD
Hematology, Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Policlinico, P.zza G. Cesare, 11 70124 Bari - Italy;
Phone +39 (0)80-5478031. Fax +39 (0)80-5508369;
e-mail: francesco.albano@uniba.it